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PROCEEDINGS OF THE TORONTO TEAM/ACES UORKSHOP AT ONTARIO HYDRO
25 AND 26 OCTOBER 1990

Larry R. Turner
Editor

ABSTRACT

The third TEAM workshop of the third series was held at Ontario Hydro in

Toronto, 25-16 October 1990. There were ^5 participants from ten countries,

making it the largest North American workshop to date. It was also the first

joint ACES/TEAM workshop. Presentations were made on ACES Problem 1 and TEAM

Problems 8, 9, 13, and 1*1. The proceedings contain presentations on those

problems, a summary by N.J. Diserens of Chalk River Laboratories, and new

problems proposed at the workshop.



1. INTRODUCTION

(L.R. Turner, Accelerator Systems Division, Advanced Photon Source,

Argonne National Laboratory)

The third TEflM Workshop of the third round was held at Ontario Hydro in

Toronto 25-16 October 1990, immediately following the Conference on

Electromagnetic Field Computation. Harold Sabbagh of Sabbagh Associates,,

Bloomington, Indiana chaired the workshop. There were *»5 attendees from ten

countries, making it the largest TEAM workshop to date in North American.

Eleven attended from Italy, nine from the U.S., and five or more from Canada,

France, and Japan.

This was the first Joint Workshop with ACES (Applied Computational

Electromagnetics Society), whose goals are similar to TEAM, but who tend to

work at higher frequencies (Antennas, Propagation, and Scattering). Stanley

Kubina, president of ACES, and David Stein, editor of the ACES Journal,

attended. Hal Sabbagh is active in both TEAM and ACES. A solution was

presented to one of the ACES problems.

A fusion problem, the eddy current heating of the case of the Euratom

Large Coil Project Coil, was adapted as Problem 14 at the Oxford Workshop, and

a solution to that problem was presented at Toronto by Oskar Biro of the Graz

(Austria) University of Technology. Individual solutions were also presented

for Problems 8 (Flaw in a Plate) and 9 (Moving Coil inside a Pipe).

Five new solutions were presented to Problem 13 (DC Coil in a

Ferromagnetic Yoke), and Koji Fujiwara of Okayaraa University summarized these

solutions along with tne similar number presented at Oxford. The solutions

agreed well in the air but disagreed in the steel. Codes with a formulation

in magnetic field strength or scalar potential underestimated the flux density

in the steel, and codes based on flux density or vector potential overesti-

mated it. Codes with edge elements appeared to do better than codes with

nodal elements. These results stimulated considerable discussions; in my view

that was the most valuable result of the workshop. Unfortunately, Fujiwara

could not make his suncnary available for these proceedings.

There was a TEAM Workshop in Graz, Austria two weeks before the Toronto

Workshop, and another in Sendei, Japan January 31 - February 1, 1991. The

final workshop *• f the tnit-d round will be held in Sorrento, Italy 12-13 July

1991.



2. SUMMARY
(N.J. Diserens, Cnalk River Laboratories, flECL Research)

INTRODUCTION

This Workshop was a joint meeting between the Applied Computational
Electromagnetics Society (ACES) and Testing Electromagnetics Analysis Hethods
(TEAM). These two groupings of people had each devised their own series of
benchmarks for testing of computer programs in electromagnetics, and it was
appropriate that they should meet on a collaborative basis following the
CEFC'90 conference on field computation. The Workshop was organised and
chaired by Harold Sabbagh. It was attended by 45 people.

The TEAH workshop series originated at a meeting following the 1985
COMPUMAG conference in Fort Collins, Colorado. Originally known as the Eddy
Current Workshops, because it arose from a need by developers of eddy current
programs to verify their codes, it was later renamed TEAH. At the sane tine it
was accepted that a wider range of problems should be covered, particularly in
the- area of non-linear and anisotropic materials, although these have been
confined to low or zero frequency in the time domain.

ACES was organised in 1986, with similar aims, but fro* the start it has
embraced the vhole spectrum of high and lov frequency applications. It is nov
formally chartered and incorporated as a non-profit organization and its
activities are far more wide ranging than those of TEAH.

WELCOME

The participants were welcomed by Atef Horched of Ontario Hydro. He
expressed a keen interest in the activites of the Workshops and said he and his
section would be glad to give a presentation of their own work in
electromagnetic analysis.

Georgio Holinari, Chairman of TEAH, outlined the present series of
Workshops. These had been held at Oxford in April 1990. Graz in early October,
and following this meeting in Toronto there would be a workshop in Sendai.
Japan in January 1991.

David Stein spoke on behalf of ACES. He welcomed the joint venture of
combining the ACES and TEAH Workshops on this occasion and said that ACES held
a symposium annually in March.



IDENTIFICATION OF BENCHMARK PROBLEMS SOLVED

The problems active at the present tine vere then listed and vith then the
names of those vho vere submitting solutions.

These were:

TEAH Problem 8 (Crack in a plate) Sabbagh

Bossavit

TEAM Problem 9 (Moving coils in pipe) Ida

TEAM Problem 10 (Non-linear eddy current)
TEAM Problem 12 (Cantilever beam in

transient field)

TEAM Problem 13 (Non-linear magnetostatic) Fujivara
Trovbridge
Biro
Nicolas

TEAM Problem 14 (Tokamak with LCT coils) Biro

ACES PROBLEH 1 (Air cored coil over a
slot in a plate) Sabbagh

ACES PROBLEM 2 (Antenna problem) Leoni

REVIEW/OVERVIEW OF TEAH WORKSHOPS

Larry Turner gava a brief history of the TEAH Workshops and said that their
success was an outstanding example of how such a collaboration could stimulate
progress to the benefit of all.

Alain Nicolas spoke about the Workshops which had been held in France, at
Grenoble, Lyon and Paris during the previous series.

Jim Oiserens reported that the Vorkshop in Oxford in April 1990 had a good
attendance and that the Vorkshop sessions had been interleaved vith a seminar.
The active benchmark problems for that meeting were: TEAH Problems 8, 10, 12
and 13. Problem 12 had only one solution presented, from Japan. The others
each had several sets of results. A Planning Board was set up vho would decide
on which new Problems to adopt and to organize the Notebooks.

Oskar Biro reported on the Vorkshop in Graz in early October 1990. Again
the Vokshop sessions had been interleaved with a seminar. TEAH Problem 8 and
ACES Problem 1 (similar) had one result presented. There were no new results
for Problems 9 and 10. There vss one result for Problem 12, three for Problem
13 and one for Problem 14.



Baffaele Albanese announced that a TEAM Vorkshcp would take place after the
1991 COMPUHAG conference. The date of the Workshop would be either
Friday/Saturday July 12/13 or Honday/Tuesday July 15/16. The Meeting expressed
a preference for the later dates.

Takao Takahashi said that the deadline for papers for the January neeting
in-Sendai, Japan, had expired but that submissions for the Workshop vould be
accepted until October 31.

SOLUTIONS

Harold Sabbagh. ACES Problem 1 and TEAM Problem 8.

These tvo solutions were presented together. The ACES Problem being an
air-cored coil over a slot in a plate and the TEAK Problem having a ferrite
core vith a similar geometry. He used an integral method with a regular grid.
Work on the program had received considerable assistance from Jenkins and
Bowler at Surrey University in the UK.

Alain Bossavit. TEAM Problem 8.

This method uses edge elements in H. The block is treated as a source of
current. There is a coarse mesh around the block and a fine mesh around the
crack.

Koji Fujivara summarized previous results for TEAM Problem 13.

This is a highly non-linear magnetos tatic problem. Methods used had been
either using vector potential or scalar potential. The results at 3000 ampere-
turns had been better than those at 1000 ampere-turns. Nevton Raphson Method
gives good convergence for vector potential methods but not for scalar
potential. There had been some experimentation vith acceleration factors.

Oskar Biro. TEAM Problem 13.

For the first solution the tvo (scalar) potential method vas used vith a
simple update of permeability for the non-linear iterations. No periodic
boundary conditions vere available at that time. Later solutions vere obtained
using a) vector potential and b) edge elements. These both used one quarter of
the model vith the periodic boundary conditions. Edge elements gave the better
results.

Bill Trovbridge. TEAM Problem 13.

This solution also used the tvo potential method. Results vere similar to
those of Biro. The higher current runs gave closer agreement vith
experimental. Fields in free space appeared to be fairly good. There vas a
marked discrepancy at the corner of the iron.



Alain Nicolas. TEAM Problem 13.

Three programs had been used to investigate Problem 13:

a) FLUX3D magnetostatic, using scalar or vector potential.

b) PHI3D eddy currents and high frequency, linear only.

c) TRIFOU time varying, with non-linear Materials.

Results in the air space were all good. PHI3D vas best for a model with
less than 1000 elements. For a non-linear program the worst results were vith
FLUX3D using the two potential method, the best were with TRIFOU. (The NAKATA
edge elements had given the worst results in air but the best in iron). There
vas a need to focus attention on why the lower current results were less good.

Oskar Biro. TEAM Problem 14.

This Problem is to determine the power loss in the casing of the toroidal
coil in a TOKAKAK due to transient currents in the LCT (poloidal) windings.
Results with the A-PHI method using a backward Euler time stepping, with 15,000
degrees of freedom, gave a mean power loss of about 66 percent of the measured
value.

Nathan Ida. TEAM Problem 9.

This problem is an example of the non-destructive testing of a pipe using
two internal coils, both concentric with the tube axis, spaced in the axial
direction. One coil produces the drive field at 60 Hz and the other is the
detector. Results were given with plots of the axial and radial field
components just above and just belov the surface of the tube.

Alessandras Leoni. ACES Antenna Problem.

Results were given using two wire grid models. These had 646 segments and
1608 segments. Good agreement vas obtained vith measurements.

PRESENTATION BY ATEF HORCBED OF ONTARIO HYDRO

Dr Morched described the kinds of electromagnetic problem which his Section
at Ontario Hydro were addressing. This was concerned, vith magnetic fields and
transients in transformers and transmission lines- Their aim was to minimise
cost whilst maximizing safety. Resonances were important, turn to turn
capacities and overall reactance needed to be calculated. A lumped circuit
approach was used but not finite elements. Manufacturers did not always give
full details of their design. He later introduced Eva Tirasievicz, vho was
developing computer software for this work.



PRESENTATION BY EVA TIRASIEUICZ OF ONTARIO HYDRO

Eva Tirasievicz gave a short talk about her network program. A typical
example of a problem was given by a five leg transformer Modeled by
representing three legs with a plane of symmetry. The program assumes that E
and M are the same in each lamination. Impedances are represented by a
truncated series, taking into account the internal impedance (analytic) and the
surface'impedance (calculated numerically) Non-linearity could be represented.
Nevton Raphson vas used in the solution process. The work vould be published
shortly by EPRI in Palo Alto, CA.

DISCUSSION ON PROBLEMS

Koji Fujivara reviewed all the results for Problem 13. The closest fit to
the measured values in the iron vas given by IGTEODY. TOSCA gave a dip at the
corner and the question vas vhy? Most results were good in air, the least good
being those from Mohammed and from FLUX3D.

Bill Trovbridge pointed out that edge elements gave good results and also
that vector potential showed better accuracy for some types of problem.
Perhaps it vas not edge elements as such but the use of B as unknown.

Harold Sabbagh said that the chief problem with using B vas on an
interface.

Oskar Biro pointed out that the two nodal A formulations gave a worse
result than for the edge elements, but maybe there were less degrees of
freedom.

Alain Bossavit explained the theoretical basis of vhy formulations using B
and A should give better results with problems having a large ratio of
permeabilities, and that analogously, problems having high conductivities vould
give better results using h and phi.

Harold Sabbagh asked if anyone had tried using Conjugate Gradient for
solving non-linear problems, with the permeability curve invoked right from the
start. Perhaps this should be tried.

There vas a discussion on the cpu times recorded. It vas not clear hov
comparison could be made betveen programs vhich vere running on different
systems. In particular between scalar and vector processors.



NEV PROBLEMS

Several nev problems vere proposed and referred to the planning board. These
vere as follows:

Proposed by Hiklos Gyirmesi:

(Problems b to d have analytic solutions but they are non-physical).

a) An inverse problem.

b) An infinite half cylinder of non-linear iron with a specified B-H curve,
with a current filament at the cylindrical centre.

c) A domain (eg. a cube) with distributed currents.

d) An iron torus with a current filament of infinite length noraal to and
in the centre of the hole.

Proposed by Harold Sabbagh:

a) A thick plate with a rectangular slot, and a 7 kHz coil. With axis
normal to the plate. (Originally suggested by S K Burke).

b) A similar problem using instead a thin plate with a rectangular crack.

c) A similar problem but with two layers of plate, each with a crack, vith
the two cracks crossing each other.

d) A crack in an infinite plate, and a coil with a crack, the outer surface
of the coil being tangential to the plate and with the crack in line with the
coil axis.

Proposed by David Stein:

An aerofoil with a crack or gap is at an angle to a plane incident (radar)
wave. Calculate the polarizations around the flaw, by considering fourier
transforms of the currents generated. Hake the gap not parallel to the foil
edges or, alternatively, replace the gap with a resistive or absorbent strip.



CLOSING SUMMARY BY BILL TR0VBRI06E

In conclusion to the Workshop, Bill Trovbridge summarized the progress in
understanding the problems.

There had been a good diversity of views. Problem 14 (eddy current
problem) had produced only one solution at this meeting. Problem 13 was a
good example of non-linear magnetostatics. The Japanese measurements and the
Bossavit theory all gelled. Indications vere that, although results with edge
elements appeared to be the best, it was the solution variable which was
important depending on the degree of saturation of the iron and the ranga of
permeability.

There was some disagreement as to whether benchmark, problems should
necessarily be physical. Also there was the question of whether we are
equipped to tackle radar problems.

Timing details given, by those submitting results, are very confusing.
These need examining and clarifying.

To get accurate measurements is often harder than computer modeling. Error
estimates are needed.

To conclude he thanked Ontario Hydro for hosting the Workshop; Harold
Sabbagh for organizing the meeting; Georgio Molinari and the three Vice
Chairmen for their continued activity; Mary Menzel for her talk on the Los
Alamos computer codes and all those who had contributed to making the workshop
successful.

N J Diserens
Math and Computation Branch
Chalk River Laboratories
AECL Research
Chalk River, Ontario
KOJ 1J0



3. ACES WELCOMING REMARKS

D.E. Stein, ACES Journal Editor-in-Chief, Applied Computational

Electromagnetics Society, Inc.)

We are pleased to have this opportunity to add our own
welcome and to present a short summary of the history and the
activities of the Applied Computational Electromagnetics
Society, known to many of us as ACES. ACES has origins
similar to those of TEAM, in that we started as a user group
for the Numerical Electromagnetics Code (NEC). Even as a NEC
users group, however, we recognized the need for an
applications forum of more general scope, to promote the
development of new computational techniques and the
interdisciplinary application of existing techniques while
also minimizing the "re-invention of the wheel," which occurs
all too often in computational electromagnetics.

Our emphasis on application and on the practical aspects
of numerical electromagnetics gives us another similarity with
TEAM. Although our initial focus was primarily in the areas
of radiation, propagation, and scattering, our present
interests are far more diversified, to include numerous high-
and low-frequency applications, several techniques, and
various aspects of computational electromagnetics. These
various aspects include not only the development of new
techniques and the validation or optimization of existing
codes or techniques but also areas of a more exotic nature,
such as modeling guidelines, input/output innovations,
parallel computing, integration of techniques and codes with
new computer architectures, and even physical mechanism
extraction from parameters of computation.

It is also of interest to note that ACES is almost as old
as TEAM. Although we were officially founded in March of 1986
and became incorporated only this year (1990), our roots date
back at least as far as the First Annual NEC Review, which was
held in Livermore, California in March 198?. Our two groups
have much in common.

Yet, ACES activities and TEAM activities evolved in
directions which are very different, and which furthermore are
complimentary. The primary ACES activity is our annual
symposium, which beginning in 1986 has always been in

10



Monterey, California, in the month of March. (We nay change
the location and time~of-year in the near future, though we
have not yet done so.) Our symposia feature regular sessions,
poster papers, software and hardware demonstrations by
vendors, and half-day as well as full-day short courses on
various computational electromagnetics techniques and
applications.

In addition to the symposia, ACES maintains two regular
publications, the ACES Journal and the ACES newsletter. The
ACES Journal, which is our refereed publication, is
administered by an international editorial board, which
presently represents ten nations on five continents, several
of our Editors have also been prominent leaders and
participants in TEAM. The ACES Journal has been accepted for
inclusion in the INSPEC abstracting services, and ACES has
likewise been accepted for membership in the United States -
based Society for Scholarly Publishing and also in the United
Kingdom - based Association of Learned and Professional
Society Publishers.

We are equally proud of the ACES Newsletter, which has
already become a respectable publication in its own right.
The ACES Newsletter publishes modeling guidelines, informal
modeling experience summaries, code news, and special feature
articles in addition to ACES administrative information and
other news of interest to the professional community.
Furthermore, the ACES Mews letter sponsors its own projects, an
example of which is our cumulative, running bibliography of
measured data which can support code validation efforts. We
would like to continue this effort as a joint project with
TEAM.

Still another ACES activity is our organization and
sponsorship of code user groups. The objectives here are
twofold — to enable code users to share information
concerning bugs and Hwork-arounds,H and to provide beginners
with increased access to experienced users of the respective
codes. Further assistance to inexperienced users is made
possible via publication of tutorials, user guidelines, and
typical problems with solutions. The foregoing services are
possible with or without support from the respective code
developers. However, a near-term goal is to work more closely
with the code developers, because their support will enable us
to maximize our services to developers and users alike. Some
developers will find value in maintaining a single point-of-
contact with many of their users. In certain cases, we shall
survey users to determine the primary actual applications of
a particular code, whereupon we shall provide a survey report
to the developer. Other developers will appreciate our
verification of bug reports and user-proposed "work-arounds,"
and almost all developers will want to minimize interruptions
from beginners who encounter impasses while attempting to
solve a problem.

11



Our newest activity is the performance analysis of codes,
models, and techniques. This is being accomplished primarily
by comparative testing against benchmark problems which
themselves require careful selection, although a separate,
parallel effort to develop code performance standards is also
in progress. Out of these efforts will evolve modeling
guidelines, new approaches to real-world problems, and
computational electromagnetics data bases. The data bases
will be documented to include the code and machine used, input
variables (including grids, where applicable), unknowns, basis
and testing functions (where applicable), computational
method, solution technique, approximations used, and run
times. Furthermore, our performance analysis activity will
provide an informal peer-review mechanism for codes, models,
and techniques.

Our most recent efforts in code and model validation have
been inspired by the TEAM workshops. We are grateful to TEAM
for the opportunity to co-sponsor the present workshop, and we
hope to maintain a long-term, cooperative relationship with
TEAM. The combined expertise and resources of our two groups
will enable us to accomplish much more than would be possible
by either group alone.

12



H. PRESENTATIONS OH ACES PROBLEM 1

(II. Sabbagh, Sabbagl* Associates, Inc.)

conducting
plate

Figure 1. Schematic configuration for the benchmark experiment. The coil and slot pa-

rameters are given in Table I.
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Burke NDE Problem

OUTLINE

• Overview of Volume Element Method

• Previous Results using Fourier Techniques

• Current Results

• Computer Resource Requirements

• Summary
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Overview of Volume Element Method

• Dyadic Green's function solution to scalar decomposition of Maxwell's equations

• 3D pulse expansion fucntions

• 3D testing functions

• 0x = y; AZ = cx~y.

• Conjugate-Gradients using FFT to implement operators

nfy # of FFT pis
nfx # of FFT pts

/ frequency

n

T-,

X I'-

15



Absolute value of impedance vs position.
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Phase of impedance vs position.
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Burke Results
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Computer Model and Resources for Burke
Problem

Parameter Inputs

Free-space Matrix
Elements Computation

Reflection Matrix
Element Computation

Incident Field Computation

i Numerical
Model

Conjugate Gradient Algorithm
i : J 1

AZ

1 x 7 x 4 Grid
Computation

Matrix elements
Incident fields
Probe response

CPU times
210.8 sec
191.2 sec

70.4 sec/pt.

Memory Usage
18 kb

4096 kb
166 kb

3 x 15 x 16 Grid
Computation

Matrix elements
Incident fields
Probe response

CPU times
1955.3 sec
652.6 sec

1914.0 sec/pt

Memory Usage
296 kb

4104 kb
2678 kb
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Volume Element Method

SUMMARY

• Very good agreement with experimental results

• Easy meshing

• Small number of unknowns

• Low memory requirements

• Fast solution times

• Accurate computation of matrix elements
=> improved convergence rates

• "Quick and Dirty" approximations possible

• Method of choice for NDE problems

22



5. PRESENTATION ON TEAM PROBLEM 8

(H. Sabbagh, Sabbagh Associates, Inc.)
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Problem No. 8

OUTLINE

• Overview of Volume Element Method

• Previous TEAM Results

• Current Results

• Computer Resource Requirements

• Summary

75



Overview of Volume Element Method

• Dyadic Green's function solution to scalar decomposition of Maxwell's equations

• 3D pulse expansion fucntions

• 3D testing functions

• (?x = y; AZ = ex - y.

• Conjugate-Gradients using FFT to implement operators

nfy # of FFT pts
nfx # of FFT pts

/ frequency
n yrittAmps

_E2_

X I'.

26
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Experimental vs. Numerical
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Differential Probe Results
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Differential Probe Results
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Computer Model and Resources for Problem No.
8

Parameter Inputs

Free-space Matrix
Elements Computation

Reflection Matrix
Element Computation

ffn<cident Field Computation!

i Numerical
Model

Conjugate Gradient Algorithm
L- — _ — • — _ _ — — — — — . l" *™" ' , I,, , ' i in' " " n . . . ' -i _ . . . . . . • . * . . . . !

AZ

1 x 7 x 4 Grid
Computation | CPU times

Matrix elements I 177.4 sec
Incident fields 103.1 sec

Probe response | 100.4 sec/pt.

Memory Usage
18 kb

1024 kb
171kb

1 x 15 x 4 Grid
Computation

Matrix elements
Incident fields

Probe response

CPU times
233.7 sec
199.4 sec

157.2 sec/pt

Memory Usage
37 kb

2049 kb
338 kb
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Volume Element Method

SUMMARY

• Very good agreement with experimental results

• Easy meshing

• Small number of unknowns

• Low memory requirements

• Fast solution times

• Accurate computation of matrix elements
improved convergence rates

• "Quick and Dirty" approximations possible

• Method of choice for NDE problems
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6. PRESENTATION ON TEAM PROBLEM 9

(N. Ida, Electrical Engineering Department, The University of Akron)

1. Introduction

The main difficulty in TEAM workshop, problem 9 (Velocity
Effects, and Low Level Fields in Axisymmetric Geometries) was the
lack of non-numerical data for comparison. Experimental data is
extremely difficult to obtain while numerical comparison is not an
acceptable method. The problem definition in [1], includes analytical
data for comparison. The purpose of this paper is to present the
analytic solutions used to obtain that data.

In this outline, the analytic solution for a current loop moving
inside the bore in an infinite material is presented. The extension of
this to a finite thickness tube and a cross sectional coil as described
in problem 9 is relatively simple and is underway.

The problem considered here has the geometry shown in Fig.1. A
coil is moving with velocity v in the z direction inside a conductive
tube with infinite length. The characteristics of the tube are
measured by conductivity s and permeability m (the permeability of
air is denoted by no)- Our goal is to construct an analytic solution to
the field induced by the exciting current density J in the coil.

We establish a coordinate system which is moving with the
coil. Under this system,

B=B' (1.1)

E=E' + v X B (1.2)
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where B\ E1 are the fields in a stationary reference frame.
Introducing a vector magnetic potential A with Coulomb gauge,
namely, VXA=*B, V.A-0, into Maxwell's equation, we obtain the
following governing equations:

V2A+HoJ=O j n a i r

in tube (1.4)

2. Mathematical Description of the Problem

The problem considered is shown in figure 1. Because of the
cylindrical nature of the geometry, we rewrite (1.3-4) in cylindrical
coordinates as

3 , 3A. A T

^ a ? " ^ * 1
 jnair

aP aZ2 & at P2 i n t u b e ( 2 2 )

where A denotes the $ component of the potential, and v is the
velocity of the coil.

Denoting A to be the operator below

P (2.3)

we can model the problem as

(2.4)

A is bounded at p-a and p««>.

To solve the problem above, the following Green function problem is
considered:
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AG = -Mo5(p-po) 6(z-2o) (2.5)

G is bounded at p«a and p«°°.

If J is uniformly distributed over an area fl and G can be found,
we may construct the solution to (2.4) as

A = | JG(p-po,2-zo)dpodzo

L (2.6)

This can be verified by direct substitution of (2.6) into (2.4).

3. Solution of the Green Function

For the problem we are discussing, Q should be restricted to be
inside the tube. Thus, we consider the following

f Hr> + T7 ' \ A- ôS(P-Po) «(z)
3 a P2 i n a i r ( 3 1 )

P3p dp dz* 3z 3t P2 j n t u b e ( 3 2 )

This describes a loop (i.e. a 5-function coil at p*po> z>0) moving
inside a tube at velocity v.

Assume that the current in the coil is sinusoidal and that the
frequency is co. This implies that the time dependency of potentials is
eitot.

(3.3)

and substituting this into (3.1-2), we have

o r ^ T7 \ ^(PPo> 5(z)
P dp dp 8Z2 p2 .n a j r ( 3 4 )
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( p ) + | l O v
P dp dp 3Z2 dz p2 jn t u b e ( 3 5 )

Taking the Fourier transform with respect to z, we obtain

in air (3.6)

p 3 p 3 p P2 in tube (3.7)

where £ is the transformed z coordinate and

(
2M- (3.8)

The general solutions to (3.6-7) are

in a i r (3.9)

in tube (3.10)

where a,b,c and d are appropriate constants to be determined and

) (3.11)

We construct the potential inside the tube to be

Ai = aili (£p) po2:p (3.12)

A2 = ciIi(Cp) + a2Ki(Cp) Ri^p>po (3.13)

The continuity and jump conditions at p«po

Ai=Ai (3.14)
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3A2

dp dp -Mo

enable us to determine the a's as

(3.15)

(3.16)

(3-17)

Also, let

R2>p>Ri (3.18)

p>R2 (3.19)

Since we have the following interface condition between air and
material, from the property of the electromagnetic field,

A2=A3l
at P= (3.20)

(3.21)

a system

•IR,

H^Rilot

0

0

of equations is

- C l i R t

-JIOCRICIOR

CI1R2

HQ( ,R2C '0R2

established:

~CK^R,

1 MoC**1 ̂ "M)Ri

CK-JRj

-MoCR^KoRj

0

0

-KIR2

I4R2KQR2 .

Ci

C2

C3

C4

where

0

0 (3.22)
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Eq. (3.22) leads to the solution of (3.1-2):

(3.23)

(3.24)

(3.25)

P>R2 (3.26)

where

(3.27)

(3.28)

(3.29)

(3.30)

(3.31)
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where -̂M/Mo is the relative permeability of the material.

The Green function for the problem defined by (2.5), is,
therefore

where

F =

H =

;f

0

0

Po^P

R2>p>Ri

p>R2

Pfl̂ P

p>R2

R2>p>Ri

otherwise

(3.32)

(3.33)

(3.34)

(3.35)

4. Derivation of the Solution

From (2.6) and (3.32), the solution to (2.4) may written as

r r
^=Je««l dpol

(4.1)
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In this solution, the coil is assumed to occupy the region between -a
and +a and between ri and tz (not to be confused with R1 and R2, the
inner and outer radii of the tube).

Define

5i©=[
Jn

Sir©=J

r1

2?
(4.2)

Sir©;

(4.3)

1

(4.4)

(4.5)

where L is the modified Struve function. Then,

(4.6)

where



Skr+Si^-

0

Sir

Si

• *

n>p

p>d2
(4.7)

r2>p>ri

di>p>r2

(4.8)

5. Calculation of Flux Density and Induced Voltage

By the definition of A, B can be calculated as follows

i ^ J »Ii(XP)+q»K1(Xp)]sin

(5.1)

^L I

(5.2)

where

, . / «
otherwise (5.3)



and Bp, Bz are the radius and axial components of the flux density.
Note that (5.2) is valid for r2^p£ri because of the cancellation of the
terms:

To calculate the induced voltage V in an identical coil at z-zo,
we identify the following

/ sHJtl B*ds='ia>! PdPj Bzd9=-i27i(i)l
/a /O Jo Jo (5.4)

for a loop with radius d inside the tube. Performing integration over
the wire area, V is obtained as

r r f
=-i2nna>l drl dzj

Jtl J*f Jo

\ &Si+2Sik)[

' (5.5)

where n is the turn density, and

Sik=| xli(^x)dxj i
Jn I (5.6)

These formulas were used to obtain the analytic data in [1]. Plots of
the data can also be obtained and some of these are shown at the end
of this paper.

6. Results

Numerical results in the form of tables are given in [1] and will not
be repeated here. However, a sample of the same data is given here in
the form of plots. Note that reproducing all the data given in 1 in the
form of plots is not realistic as it will consists of 54 plots.
However, with the solutions given above one can reproduce any of the
data given.
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Figure 2a and 2b show the tangential (z component, tangential to the
tube) flux density on lines Li and L2 shown in figure 1. Figure 2a is
for zero velocity and figure 2b for a velocity of 10m/sec.

Figure 3a andf 3b show the normal (r component, normal to the tube)
flux density on lines Li and L2 shown in figure 1. Figure 3a is for
zero velocity and figure 3b for a velocity of 10m/sec.

7. Conclusions

An almost analytic solution to the problem was presented in
the formulas above. It is almost analytic because it does require
numerical integration, -but the formulas used are exact. The formulas
obtained here for a loop moving in a hole can be extended easily to
other geometries.

8. Reference

Test problem 9, (revised) "Velocity Effects and Low Level Fields in
Axisymmetric Geometries11, Proceedings of the European TEAM
Workshop and International Seminar on Electromagnetic Field
Analysis, Oxford, England, 23-25 April, 1990, Y. Crutzen, N.J.
Diserenes, C.R.I Emson and D. Rodger, eds., pp. 323-333.

| | . 3 tube / L 1

L2

Figure 1. Geometry for computation of flux density for the conducting
tube. The two dotted lines shows the location at which the flux
densities were calculated.
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xlO-« Comparison of Eton LI and L4 (u=50u0,v=i0)

o

13

1

b.

-2 0 2

normalized distance

Comparison of Bzon LI and L4 (u=50u0,v=0)

-2 .0 2

normalized distance

Figure 2. Tangential components of the flux density on lines Li and
l_2. a. at Om/sec, b. at 10m/sec
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Comparison of Bron LI and L4 (u=50uO,v=0)

a.

xlO-3

•6
b.

-2 0 2

normalized distance

Comparison of Br on LI and L4 (u=50uO,v=IO)

-2 0 2

normalized distance

Figure 3. Radial components of the flux density on lines Li and L2. a.
at Om/sec, b. at 10m/sec
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7. PRESENTATION ON TEAM PROBLEM 13

(A. Bossavit, Electrieite de France)

ABSTRACT

Previous workshops and also the present one in Toronto (Oct 1990) have brought to light an intriguing
fact about Pb. 13 (non-linear magnetostatics): according to several independent teams, methods based on
scalar potential (one or several of these) are superseded in accuracy by the method in a (the vector potential)
using edge-elements, on the same mesh. This calls for an explanation. An attempt in this direction is made.
It is based on a distinction between "b-orientedH and "h-oriented" methods, the latter being more sensitive to
error because of a specific "singular perturbation" phenomenon.

INTRODUCTION

We shall consider the following general situation (Fig. 1), of which Pb. 13 is a representative:
a coil C (sustaining a given, permanent, current-density j*), a ferromagnetic piece M. The whole
space is E, and A = E - C - M is the air-region. A non-linear behaviour law b = F(h) is given
(no hysteresis). For the present discussion, we assume a F such that vectors b(x) and h(x) are
collinear at all points x in M, and that b(x) vanishes if h(x) does. One is requested to compute
the fields b and h, and the values of some functionals of these (the fluxes across some cross-
sections of the core, in Pb. 13). The relevant equations are

(1) curlh=j« in E, b = T(h), divb = 0 in E.

M

M

M

M M

Figure 1. A typical problem (left). Definition of surface £ and domain M (right).
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We are only interested here in comparing the accuracy achievable with various methods, not in
things like the computing time, the number of steps in iterative procedures, etc. So we may consider
a linear problem with the same solution as (1), namely

(2) curlh=j« in E, b = nh, divb = O in E,

where |i is the function x -> Ib(x)l/Ih(x)l, as computed from the actual solution b-h. Whatever
can be said about the merits of various methods as regards (2) will thus be relevant to (1).

The ratio HtxVm is a feature of the solution (and as such, it depends on the imposed current
j*). It is usually high (about 2000 in the case of Pb. 13,1000 A/t case), but tends to decrease when
the driving current j* is increased {saturation phenomenon). Let us call e the average of p^i(x)
over M. We define, for all x in M, m(x) = e^(x). Note that n, is close to Mt>» except perhaps
in saturated zones. The smallness of e will play an important role in what follows. Another small
parameter is the ratio d/L of the gap-width d to the average length L of the magnetic circuit M.
Having Pb. 13 in mind, we may assume that d/L, although small, is still large with respect to e:
thus, the reluctance of the whole device is mainly due to the air gap.

Although our discussion will be limited to linear problems, we are not losing anything
significant in generality, because one can always tackle (1) by iterating on \i, Newton-Raphson
style, a linear system being solved at each step. In fact, almost all methods in actual use seem to rely
on this approach. They fall into two main families: 'b-oriented' methods, which yield b (for
instance by computing the magnetic vector potential), and Ti-oriented' methods, which aim at h
(for instance by computing the magnetic scalar potential).

Let us develop an example of method of the first category. A tetrahedral mesh is first
designed, large enough to cover M, C, and enough of the air-region to justify neglecting what
happens outside the meshed volume. Let X. and £ be the sets of nodes and edges. Let Xn be the
"hat-function" associated with node n (i.e., the unique continuous, pieccwise affine, function equal
to 1 at node n and to 0 at all other nodes). Call IP1 the set of all vector fields of the form

(3) a = £ n e a C a A ,

where the degrees of freedom (DoF) an are vectors, one per node. Now look for a in IP1 such
that

(4) jE if1 curl a. curl a' = JE j». a1 V a1 6 IP1.

This is a linear system in terms of the 3 x N components of the ans (N, the number of nodes in the
mesh). There exists a solution (because div j * = 0), perhaps not unique, but anyway, all solutions
will have the same curl. (Numerical difficulties that one may encounter in solving (4) are not our
concern.) This is a b-oriented method, because it gives b = curl a, thus enforcing the essential
requirement about the continuity of the normal component of b across all surfaces, including the
faces of the mesh. The field h = \i'x curl a fails to have the symmetric property of continuity of its
tangential part through surfaces. This is so because the relation curlh=j* is only weakly enforced
in (4).
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An example of the second category is the well-known "single magnetic potential" method: find
a function <p of the form

(5) <P = Z n e *<pA

such that

(6) /EnCgradip + h^.grad^'sO

for all test-functions <p' themselves of the form (5). Here the q>ns arc scalar degrees of freedom,
and h* is a field constructed from j 1 by Biot-Savart integration. This time h = grad<p + h» has the
required tangential continuity, but b = |ih fails to have normal continuity, because divb = O is
only weakly enforced: the method is "h-oriented".

Now we may put forward a formal definition. A method will qualify as "h-oriented" [resp. as
"b-oriented"] if it computes h [resp. b] in such a way that its tangential [resp. normal] continuity
is exactly enforced. Methods which look for h as (the sum of a tangentially continuous field and)
the gradient of a continuous potential are thus h-oriented, and those which look for b as the curl of
a tangentially continuous a are b-oriented

A method can have both orientations, but in that case the behaviour law b = \i h may fail to be
exactly satisfied, in almost all cases. (This point is developed in [4].)

We shall argue as follows: "b-oriented" methods should in general work better, because the
smallness of the ratio vo/» results in a regularly perturbed problem with such formulations,
whereas "h-oriented" methods suffer from singular behaviour with respect to this same parameter.
Therefore, they are more sensitive to numerical error. Moreover, if the quantity to be monitored (in
Pb. 13, the flux across the magnetic circuit, at several locations) depends directly on b and
indirectly on h, this is another bias in favour of b-oriented methods. Finally, among b-methods,
those whose spaces of admissible a's are built from edge-elements are more effective than those
using conventional nodal vectorial elements, because the associated b's span a larger space.

1. SINGULAR VS. REGULAR PERTURBATIONS

Let us first recall the difference between regular and singular perturbation, with the help of a
simple example. Suppose we have to solve the two-points boundary-value problem

(7) - u" + e k(x) u = f, u'(0) = 0, u(l) = 0,

for a numerically small value of £, and a given positive function k. Note that this is equivalent to
minimizing the functional FE(v) = J(0.,(Iv'l2 + e k Ivl2- 2 f v) among all those in the set

V = {ve C°[0,1]:/[o.u'v'i <«*>, v( i)-o>, which can easily be done by numerical
methods. But instead, in order to take advantage of e's smallness, one would rather make use of
the "limit-problem", corresponding to e = 0, whose solution u0 is obtained with two quadratures.
The idea is to expand u as u0 + eu, + . . . , and to throw this into (7): again, U] can be obtained
by straightforward integration, the same way u0 was. And so on. Problem (7) is a "regular
perturbation" of a simpler one (namely, to find u such that - u" = f, u'(0) = 0, u(l) = 0), and
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therefore can be solved by a cascade of problems similar to the latter. Note that % still achieves the
minimum of some functional (namely, F0(v)) over the same set V. This is what makes the
perturbation "regular": the limit solution is solution to the limit problem, as obtained by setting e = 0
in either (7) or its equivalent variational formulation "minimize F£(v) over V". Note also that u£

and its first derivative both converge (in the sense of quadratic means)respectively to u<, and U'Q.

(8)

In contrast, "singular perturbation" occurs with

- e u" + k(x) u = f, u'(0) = 0, u(l) = 0.

If one wants to solve this numerically, the smallness of £ forces a small discretization step, which
is cumbersome, so making use of the limit problem seems again a good idea. But now two things
go wrong. First, the would-be "limit-problem", i.e. (8) with e = 0, or its variational version
"minimize J(0„ (Ik Ivl2-2 f v) over V", has no solution. Next, when one relaxes its requirements
by dropping die boundary conditions, the solution UQ of the relaxed problem, "minimize over
L2([0,1])", which is u,, = f, is not the limit of uc in the above sense: only ue converges towards
u0 in L2, whereas u'E does not converge to u'o (Fig. 2).

Figure 2. Solution of (8) for e small (k = 1).

Singular perturbation is thus characterized by the fact that, when passing to the limit, the
solution "escapes" from the set where it naturally lives, and while it still does converge to
something, it is in a weaker sense, and to an object which belongs to a larger universe. It does not
mean that die (non-acceptable) "limit solution1' u0 is useless as a stepping stone to obtaining the true
solution, u£, of (8). Indeed, u0 is a term in some asymptotic expansion of uE, that can be derived
via a moderately involved process called "matching asymptotic expansions". (Some references to
these things are [6, 7, 8, 9, 10].) Quite often, a lot of numerical work can be spared this way. This
is so because, from the numerical point of view, singularly perturbed problems are tougher than
regularly perturbed ones. In the case of (8) vs. (7), a glance at Fig. 2 shows why: the step-size has
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io be very small, at least in the "boundary layers" near the ends of the interval.

2. PROBLEM (2) AS A PERTUBED PROBLEM

Fa- reference, let us write weak formulations analogous to (4) and (6), as they stand before
any commitment to particular finite elements has been made. Call A (resp. 4>) the set of all
square-intcgrablc vector fields (resp. functions), with a square integrable curl (resp. gradient), over
the whole space. The weak formulations are, for the (b-orientcd) "a-mcthod": find at e A such that

iE p."1 curl a£. curl a' = JEJ* •a> V a' e A

(which can be rewritten as

(9) JE _ M Ho"1 curl BE . curl a" + e /M fif1 curl a,.. curl a' = JE f .a' V a' e A),

and for the (h-oriented) (p-method: find q>e e O such that

f E \i (grad <pc + h*). grad <p# = 0 V <p" e O

(which can be rewritten as

(10) JE_M Ho(grad % + h1). grad<p' + e"1 JMji, (grad q>£ + bF) . grad9" = 0 V «p* e 4>).

Let us now see in which way our problem (2), when formulated as (9) or as (10), can be
considered a "perturbation" of some simpler one. A difficulty is that there are two small parameters
in the picture: the above ratio £ (~ \LJ\L), and the ratio d/L of the gap-width to the circuit-length.
The analysis in terms of two such "competing" small parameters is quite interesting; it leads-
depending on which parameter dominates—to very different limit models (called "significant
degenerations" in [6]), which do have meaningful interpretations within the present context (Sec an
application to skin-effect, and to the concept of "surface impedance" [5], in [3].) But there is no
space for this here, so we shall proceed more dogmatically: first, some notation, next a statement of
the result, then some a posteriori justification.

Let us call M the union of M (cf. Fig.) and the gap, and L a surface congruent to the pole
surfaces, situated in the middle of the gap. Consider all functions of <J>, and add to thern_all
functions of similar description, but which are free to be discontinuous across £. Call 4> the
enlarged space so obtained.

Now, the limit problems are: find a , e A such that both conditions

~! curl a,,. curl a" = JE f .a1 V a* e A,
(11) I

i"1 curl a,,) = 0 in M.

fiold, and find % e O such that both conditions
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(12)1
Id—

Ao/a. Then b = curia0 and h-gndq^-t-h* are die limit solutions.

Why, on physical grounds? Imagine the air gap is shrinked to I , while the ratio £ =
tends to zero. Then h tends to zero in the core, hence the second line of (12), and (since its
circulation is held constant) tends to infinity in the air gap, hence the eventual discontinuity of the
magnetic potential. As for b, the first line of (11) means that, in addition to satisfying div b = 0
and curld^''' b) = j ' out of the core, it tends to arrive orthogonally to the surface of the core. The
second line of (11) describes what happens inside the core, and (since the tangential values of a are
now known, from solving (11), first line) constitutes a well-posed problem. (All this, though it
may not be obvious, relies on the above observation that d/L is large with respect to e.)

Remark. I am in no way suggesting that Problem 13 should be solved as either (11) or (12), if
only because of the non-linearity: |i,, of course, is not known in advance, so no useful information
on the field in the core could be obtained that way. (The stray-field, however, might be reasonably
accurate.) 0

Now it should be clear that the limit process from (9) to (11) is regular, while the one from
(10) to (12) is singular: fgr in the latter, there is this tendency of <p£ to "escape from" space <J>
(towards the larger one <D), while nothing similar happens to a,, which stays in A. The difference
can be seen more concretely from what happens in the air at die boundary of I : a singularity of q>
(actually, a jump), whereas a is regular (Fig. 3). As die nature of die finite elements has not yet
been a factor in this discussion, we may conclude that regularity (resp. singularity) pertains to the
whole family of a-methods (resp. <p-methods).

So the problem which is actually solved (die one with a small but non-zero c) is closed to a
singular limit when h-oriented methods are used, and to a regular limit when b-oriented methods
are used. So in the critical region (near the edges of the poles), h-oriented methods are likely to
require a finer mesh than b-oriented ones, if the same precision is to be achieved. But meshes, as a
rule, are not what would be desirable, they are what computing resources allow. So we may expect,
on the average, better precision from b-oriented methods in reported numerical experiments. This
seems indeed to be the present trend.

What precedes is, at best, heun:*» i. Can it eventually be refined into precise, provable,
statements? Perhaps, but I tend to think efforts in this direction could be misdirected. In die present
state of the art, it seems better to view die above explanation as a route towards a conjecture (that,
for this kind of problems, "b-oriented methods work better"), to be confirmed or infirmed on the
basis of numerical experiments.
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Figure 3. Flux lines in the vertical symmetry plane, near the edge of the air gap,
showing the singularity of the field: left, as predicted by the limit models, right, as it
really is. The situation is nearly two-dimensional. In that case, a is a scalar, whose
isolincs are precisely the flux-lines shown. Dotted lines are isovalucs of <p. Clearly, a
is continuous at point P, but 9 is not, in the limit modeL

3. ON B-ORENTED METHODS AND B-RELATED QUANTITIES

Even more heuristic in character is the remark that b-orientcd methods should yield better
estimates of b-related quantities (like the flux of b through a given surface) than h-oriented ones.
There seems to be some wisdom in it, however.

A b-oriented method gives an induction field b which, wrong as it may be, has a definite flux
through any given surface. This is not the case of the vector field b = jih when h has been
computed thanks to some h-oriented method. For suppose h = grad <p + h*, with 9 as in (5), and
let n be a normal unit vector to a face f of the mesh. Then, n . b s j i n . h has a discontinuity
through f. The solution <p to (6) is in some sense the "least discontinuous" in this respect, but still
does not give a normal-continuous b. Thus to compute an integral like Js ji n. h is a delicate
matter. If S is made of mesh-faces, the integral depends on which side of S the integrand is
evaluated. To change S into S', with the same boundary as S, but cutting through mesh-
volumes, does no real good: the result is now unambiguous, but depends on S* (it should not,
since div b is supposed to be identically zero, but this is precisely what h-oriented methods fail to
guarantee).

In contrast, a-methods give such integrals with no trouble: just compute the circulation fis t .
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a, where x is the unitary tangent vector along dS. This is especially easy if a is computed via
edge-elements (see below, (14)): have mesh-edges follow dS, and add the edge-DoF, with
appropriate sign.

Again, however, there seems to be no proven statement saying something like "the error on fs

n. h decreases more rapidly, as the mesh is refined, with this specific b-method than with, etc.",
and numerical experiment is still the best way to nuke sure. (This is why workshops exist. . .)

4. FOR A-METHODS, EDGE-ELEMENTS ARE MORE EFFECTIVE

The last point, for a change, can be made with more authority: In all respects, method (4) is
inferior to the corresponding one with edge-elements, i.e., find a in W1 such that

(14) JE n"1 curl a. curl a' = fE f .a1 V a1 e W1,

where W is the space spanned by the edge-fields

(n and m are the end-nodes of edge e). Of course, we are speaking of the same mesh in both
cases. For the record, note that if a e W1, then a = £ c c t a . w,, the (scalar) edge-DoF ae being
now the circulations of a along the edges.

The basic fact is the following inclusion, true whatever the mesh

(15) curllP'ccuriW1

(and a strict one for all but pathological meshes). Since the solution minimizes the energy (f \i Icurl
al2)/2, minimizing over a smaller space gives a higher energy, and therefore a less good
approximation to b. The argument carries over to the non-linear case, since energy is still a function
of curl a.

To check (15), it suffices to prove the following, where P2 denotes the space spanned by
products Xn Xm, for all node-pairs {n, m}:

Proposition 1. On a given mesh, anyfield a e IP1 is the sum of a field inW* and of the
gradient of a function in P2, i.e., IP1 cW1 +gradPz.

Proof. Let a e IP1 be given, { a e = J e t . a : e e £} the set ot its edge-circulations, and u = £ e e ]r
aewe the field contained in W1 with these circulations as DoF. Then, a as well as u being linear
with respect to space coordinates, curl(a-u) is a constant vector within each tetrahedron. Its
fluxes through faces are null, by construction, therefore it must be null. Hence a = u + V<p, where
<p is a function such that Vq> be linear, i.e., <p e P2. 0

Hence (15), as an immediate corollary. As a rule, (15) is strict, for the dimension of curl IP1

does not exceed 3N, whereas the dimension of curl W' is about E - N, where E is the number
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of edges, that is 5 to 6 N, according to the mesh structure

Another important fact (but not directly relevant to the present discussion), is that edge-
elements yield a system matrix with a better condition number. This is a tricky point, (only partly
made in [4]), which has some relation with the question of spurious modes in resonant cavities.

So at this stage, we can understand why the a-method with edge-elements has performed so
well on Problem 13, as reported elsewhere in this issue. The main reason is that it is b-oriented.
Edge-elements help, because of (IS), but they have by themselves no magic virtue. (The h-method
with edge-elements of the Trifou* code does not stand out with respect to other h-oriented
methods.)

One might still object that edge-elements have an obvious drawback: they use more degrees of
freedom, twice as many in fact, than IP1 nodal elements. This is true. But the gain in sparsity, due
to better connectivity of the matrix (see [4]) more than compensates for this. This observation is not
new. I think Barton was the first to back it with realistic numerical trials. This is a quote from his
PhD dissertation [1] (a summary of which appeared in [2]):

"When the novel use of tangentially continuous edge-elements for the representation of magnetic
vector potential was first undertaken, there was reason to believe it would result in an interesting new
way of computing magnctostatic field distributions. There was only hope that it would result in a
significant improvement in the state-of-the-art for such computations. As it has turned out, however, the
new algorithm has significantly out-performed the classical technique in every test posed. The use of
elements possessing only tangential continuity of the magnetic vector potential allows a great many more
degrees of freedom to be employed for a given mesh as compared ID the classical formulation; and these
degrees of freedom result in a global coefficient matrix no larger than that obtained from the smaller
number of degrees of freedom of the other method. (...) It has been demonstrated that the conjugate
gradient method for solving sets of linear equations is well-defined and convergent for symmetric but
underdetermined sets of equations such as those generated by the new algorithm. As predicted by this
conclusion, the linear equations have been successfully solved for all test problems, and the new method
has required significantly fewer iterations to converge in almost all cases than the classical algorithm."

CONCLUSION

There are heuristic arguments, developed above, which suggest that b-oriented methods should
work better on Problem 13 of the TEAM Workshop (non-linear magnetostatics with high relative
permeability), especially methods using edge-elements for representing the vector potential. This
conforms to observation so far (cf. Dr. Fujiwara's Report on Pb. 13 in this volume) and should be
more systematically put to the test.
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8. PRESENTATION ON TEAM PROBLEM 14

(0. Biro, Graz University of Technology, Graz, Austria)

Method

This three-dimensional transient eddy current problem nas been solved

with the program package IGTEDDDY of the Institute for Fundamentals and

Theory in Electrical Engineering of the Graz Unverslty of Technology.

A formulation of the eddy current field in terms of a reduced magnetic

vector potential has been used. The magnetic flux density and the electric field

intensity in the casing have been written as

The impressed vector potential A $ and the impressed magnetic field H s are due

to the given current density of the coil in free space and have been computed by

Biot-Savart's Law.

These potentials satisfy the differential equations

A - VvV.A,.* <j|̂ »" + dVlf =-o|^S . (3)
r r oX at ot

l ) = 0. (4)

The second term on the left hand side of eq. (3) has been added to incorporate

the Coulomb gauge for the magnetic vector potential.

In the surrounding nonconducting material and in the coil itself, the reduced

magnetic vector potential is used to describe the static magnetic field as in eq.

(1). The differential equation here is

VxvVxAj. - V v V . \ = 0 . (5)

The program package solves the above differential equations by the finite
element method using 20-noded isoparametric elements. The ordinary differential

equations obtained by Galerkin techniques have been integrated by backward Euler

time stepping and a preconditioned conjugate gradient solver has been used for

the solution of the algeraic eqautions.
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Results

The finite element model of the casing is shown in Fig. 1. The finite
element mesh extends into the nonconducting parts, too. Due to symmetry, one
quadrant need to be discretized only. The pulsing coils are also Indicated, they
are however not modelled by the finite element mesh.

Fig. 1: Finite element model of the casing

The time function of the power loss of the casing is shown for one ramp
up in Fig. 2. The mean value of the power loss has been found to be 8.86 W.

The angular dependence of the current density along the inner edge of the
casing at t=1s has been plotted in Fig. 3 The maximal value is at 9 = 67.1°.

The distribution of the current density in the casing at t=1s is illustrated
by arrows in Fig. 4.

The Tables 2 and 3 have also been completed.
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Table 2: Angle dependence of the eddy current density
in the coil casing

Angle 4>
[degree]

10.0

20.0

30.0

40.0

50.0

60.0

70.0

80.0

90.0

100.0

110.0

120.0

130.0

140.0

150.0

160.0

170.0

180.0

[Am']

270

2 808

18 082

42 702

79 033

104 005

107 869

97 221

90 017

85 985

80 327

73 337

66 038

62 759

57 419

50 023

41 324

3 137
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Table 2: Time functions of the eddy current density and the power

in the coil casing

Time

CO

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

1.1

1.2

J(t)
[Am 1 ]

99 174

107 693

108 888

109 069

109 079

109 102

109 102

109 102

109 102

109 102

18 243

287

P(0
[W]

514,30

678.2

705.6

710.0

710.7

710.8

710.9

710.9

710.9

710.9

0.8

0.02
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Table 3: Description of computer profiranu

No.

1

2

3

4

5

G

7

I torn

Coda name

Formulation

Governing
equations

Solution
variables

in conductor

in vacuum

in conductor

in vacuum

Gauge condition

Technique for treating
hole in conductor(i)

Technique for open
boundary problemO)

Specification

IGTEDDDY
CM. FEM (Finite Element Method)
O 2. OEM (Doundary Clement Method)
0 3. FECH {Finite Element Circuit Hethod)
O 4. NMM (Network Mesh Method)
O S . IEM (Integral Equation Method)
O 6. FOM (Finite Difference Method)
0 7. combination ( • )
Q 0. the others (

(Please write references
in the item No.16) '

Ar, v

Ar
0 1. not imposed

2, imposed
GB (a) impose the condition on

governing equations directly
0 (b) penalty function method
0 (c) Lagrangc Multiplier method
0 (d) the others (

(Please write references
in the item No.16)

0 1. no special technique
0 2. very low conductivity[2]

(o. (S/m))
0 3. thin artificial conducting sheet

(thickness- (mm))
0 4. cut and potential jump
0 S. the others (

(Please write references
in the item No.16)

t) 1. truncation
O 2. mapping
O 3. ballooning
O A. Zicnkicwicz's infinite clement
O 5. Tong's infinite elcment(4)
0 6. DCM or IEM
0 7. the others (

(Please write references
in the item No.16)
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Table 3: Description of computer program (continued).

Ho.

6

9

10

11

12

13

14

Zt«a

Magnetic field produced
by axciting currant

Property of coefficient
matrix of linear
equations

Solution method for
linear equations

Clement type

Number of elements

Number of nodes

dumber of unknowns

Specification

0 1. Diot-Savart law (analytical)
0 2. Diot-Savart law (numerical)
D 3. taking into account exciting current

in governing equations directly

1. symmetric
0 Ua) sparse
0 (1b) full

2. asymmetric
Q (2a) sparse
Q (2b) full
Q 3. combination ( )

D 1. XCCG
Q 2. ICOCG
a 3. ILUDCC
0 4. SOR
0 5. LDLT

a 6. LU
• 7. Gauss elimination method
0 0. the others ( )

(Please write references
in the item No.16)

O1< tetrahedron ( nodes, edges)
Q 2. triangular ( nodes, edges)

prism
S3 3. hexahedron ( 20 nodes, edges)
b 4. triangle ( nodes, edges)
0 5. rectangle ( nodes, edges)
O 6. the others ( }

1143

5552

14968
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SOLUTIONS OF TEAM WORKSHOP PROBLEM NO. 13

CA.Magele, G. Vrisk, O. Biro
Graz University of Technology, Kopernikusgasse 24, A-8010 Graz, Austria

Methods

This three-dimensional nonlinear magnetostatic problem has been solved
with the program package IGTEMAG3D of the Institute for Fundamentals and
Theory in Electrical Engineering of the Graz Unversity of Technology by two
different formulations: a scalar potential method with nodal elements and by a
vector potential method using edge elements.

Total and reduced scalar potential

A formulation of the magnetic field in terms of a total and reduced scalar
potential [1] has been used. The magnetic field intensity H in the free space
region has been written as

H = H s - grad<&, (1)

using a reduced scalar potential <b and the source field H s . In permeable regions
H can be derived from the total scalar potential ¥ :

H = -gradY. (2)

The two potentials are linked at the interface F using the continuity
condition of the tangential component of H.

® = Y - J H s t d t <3>
t

To solve the nonlinear problem, an optimized form of the direct iteration
[2 ] has been applied. The B-H characteristic was modelled using analytic functions
(straight lines and arcs).

To reduce the number of equations symmetric and periodic boundary
conditons were used.

The program package solves the resulting differential equations by the
finite element method using 20-noded isoparametric elements. Algebraic equations
were obtained by Galerkin techniques, and a preconditioned conjugate gradient
solver has been used for their solution.
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Vector potential with edge elements

The flux density has been formulated in terms of a vector potential A as

B = V x A (4)

satisfying the differential equation

V x v V x A = J . (5)

Isoparametric edge finite elements with 36 edges have been used for the
discretization f3] . The degrees of freedom are then the line integrals of the
vector potential along the edges. The vector potential has been gauged by setting
the degrees of freedom corresponding to the edges of a tree to zero.

Since this is an experimental code with no periodic boundary conditions
included, one half of the geometry has been modelled. Similarly to the scalar
potential method, a direct iteration was used for the solution of the nonlinear
equations with ICCG employed to solve the linear systenm at each iteration step.

Results

The 1000 AT case was solved using three different nodal element meshes
(2700, 5544 and 11900 finite elements) as well as by one, relatively coarse edge
element mesh (3552 elements). Calculating the highly saturated case (3000 AT)
a good agreement could be achieved using the coarse nodal element mesh. The
computed results and the measurements of the magnetic flux density for both
1000 and 3000 AT along the prescibed lines are shown in Fig. 1 to 2 . The
Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4 have also been completed. For the scalar potential case,
the Tables are given for the finest discretization only.
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(a) 1000 AT

o:.

O.flEHC

a:w» a. «. «. ». m.

(b) 3000 AT

Eg.l SpaUa! distribution of average
flux densitiea in steel planes

Rt-2 Spatial dlstributloo of flux
densities la the air
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nodal elements; scalar potentials
Table 1 Average flux density

Mo
iNO.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

X

0.0 ̂ x< 1.6

2.1
10.0
20.0
30.0
40.0
50.0
60.0
80.0

100.0
110.0
122.1

122.1 £x £125.3

B1 (T) in the steel (see Fig.4)

coordinates (mm)

y

-25.0<y<25.0

15.0£y<65.0

15.0<y<65.0

z

0.0
10.0
20.0
30.0
40.0
50.0
60.0

60.0<z<63.2

60.0
50.0
40.0
30.0
20.0
10.0
0.0

ampere turn (AT)

1000

1.428
1.441
1.383
1.325
1.237
1.089
0.731

0.322
0.504
0.611
0.681
0.745
0.803
0.848
0.938
0.976
0.985
0.939

0.941
0.992
0.997
1.002
1.006
1.00
1.010

3000

1.8955
1.8825
1.8615
1.8193
1.7486
1.5974
0.9301

0.6844
0.7856
0.982
1.1064
1.2492
1.3666
1.4481
1.602
1.6517
1.6468
1.6251

1.6125
1.623
1.6287
1.635
1.6396
1.643
1.6446
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Table 2 Flux density IBI (T) in the air (see Fig.4)
nodal element?;
scalar pot. jsJo.

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

coordinates (mm)

X

10.0
20.0
30.0
40.0
50.0
60.0
70.0
80.0
90.0

100.0
110.0

y

20.0

z

55.0

ampere

1000

0.03313
0.02008
0.015B8
0.01387
0.0127
0.01178
0.01069
0.00855
0.00559
0.00279
0.00134

turn (AT)

3000

0.05696
0.04062
0.0351
0.03232
0.03041
0.02842
0.02538
0.02032
0.0127
0.00693
0.00469

Table 3 Flux density IB I (T) (see Fig.5)

No.

i
coordinates (mm)

X

2.2
2.0
1.5
1.5

y

15.1
14.9
0.0
0.0

z

60.1
50.9
55.0
25.0

ampere turn (AT)

1000

1.904
0.0307
0.490
1.351

3000

2.4179
0.0409
1.489
1.845
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Table 4 Description of computer program

NO.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Item

Code name

Formulation

Governing equations

Solution variables

Gauge condition

Fraction of geometory

Technique for non-linear
problem(2]

Convergence criterion

Specification

IGTEMA6- 3E>
SSL FEM {Finite Element Method)
D 2. 8EM (Boundary Element Method)
O 3. IEM (Integral Equation Method)
D 4. FOM (Finite Difference Method)
O 5. combination ( • )
O 6. the others ( )

(Please write references
in the item Mo.18)

V. (u7<(>i = O

$>\ r
B 1 . not imposed

2. imposed
D (a) impose the condition on

governing equations directly
D (b) penalty function method
O Ic) Lagrange multiplier method
D (d) the others ( )

(Please write references
in the item No.18)

B i . t/4111
a 2. 1/2

D 1. Newton-Raphson nethod[3]
D 2. Modified Newton-Raphson method
J3 3. Incremental method
D 4. SOR14J
D 5. the others ( )

(Please write references
in the item No.18)

A < +• b •« r
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Table 4 Description of computer program (continued)

No.

8

9

10

11

12

Item

Approximation method
of B-H curve

Technique for open
boundary problem[6]

Calculation method of
magnetic field produced
by exciting current

Property of coefficient
matrix of linear
equations

Solution method for
linear equations

Convergence criterion
for iteration method

D
a
a
s.

B
a
a
aa
a
a

BT
K
D

B
a
D
a
a
BC
D
D
a
a
•
•
a

1.
2.
3.
4.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

1.
2.
3.

1.

2.

3.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

IlA

Specification

spline
Akima(5]
straight lines , ,
the others ( eyelet, SXraigWt Unefc)
(Please write references
in the item No.18)

truncation
mapping
ballooning
Zienkiewicz's infinite element
Tong's-infinit* «l*»*nt[7)
BEM or IEM
the others ( I
(Please write references
in the item No.18)

Biot-Savart law (analytical)
Biot-Savart law (numerical)
taking into account exciting current
in governing equations directly

symmetric
(la) sparse
(1b) full
asymmetric
(2a) sparse
(2b) full
combination ( 1

ICCG
ILUBCG
ILUCGS18I
SOR
LDLT

LU
Gauss elimination method
the others { )
{Please write references
in the item No.18)
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Table 4 Description of computer program (continued)

No. Item Specification

U Element type

O 1. tetrahedron
D 2. triangular prism
fif3. hexahedron
0 4. triangle
Q 5. rectangle
O 6. the others (

(Please write references
in the item No.18)

JH. 1. nodal element ( 2.O nodes )
O 2. edge element ( edges )19J

14 Number of elements AA
15 Number of nodes 46
16 Number of unknowns

17 Computer

name 30-00

speed (MIPS), (MFLOPS)

main memory
(MB) 32- HE>

used memory
(MB)

precision of
data (bits!

CPU time
(sec)

total

solving linear
equations

34.

18 References on
Nos.2 to 13, etc.
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E06E- tlEMF/^jTS : A

Table 1 Average flux density I B I (T) in the steel (see Fig.4)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

coordinates (mm)

X

0.0£x£1.6

2.1
10.0
20.0
30.0
40.0
50.0
60.0
80.0

100.0
110.0
122.1

122.1 £x< 125.3

y

-25.0 £y £25.0

15.0£y<65.0

15.0<y<65.0

z

0.0
10.0
20.0
30.0
40.0
50.0
60.0

60.0<z<63.2

60.0
50.0
40.0
30.0
20.0
10.0
0.0

ampere turn (AT)

1000

1.243
1.233

1.197
1.13 3

1.043
0.925

0.563

0.255
0.440

0.522
0.594

0.555
0.707

0.759
0.341

0.387
0.396

0.301

0.902
0.306
0.912
0.915

0.920
0.923

0-924

3000
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ED6E- ELEMENTS : A

Table 2 Flux density I B I (T) in the air (see Fig.4)

No.

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

coordinates (mm)

X

10.0
20.0
30.0
40.0
50.0
60.0
70.0
80.0
90.0

100.0
110.0

y

20.0

z

55.0

ampere turn (AT)

1000

0.0517
0.0209
0.017 2
0.01^3
0.0115
0.0121
0.0109
0.0038
0.0059
0.002S
0.001!+

3000

Table 3 Flux density 1B 1 (T)

No.

©

S)

coordinates (mm)

X

2.2
2.0
1.5
1.5

y

15.1
14.9
0.0
0.0

z

60.1
50.9
55.0
25.0

(see Fig.5)
ampere turn (AT)

1000

1.1577
0.0325
0.388M-
1.1592

3000
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Table 4 Description of computer program
- ecen etrrs • A

No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Item

Code name

Formulation

Governing equations

Solution variables

Gauge condition

Fraction of geometory

Technique for non-linear
problem[2]

Convergence criterion

Specification

Jgf 1. FEM (Finite Element Method)
D 2. BEM (Boundary Element Method)
O 3. IEM (Integral Equation Method)
Q 4. FDM (Finite Difference Method)
a 5. combination { + )
D 6. the others ( )

(Please write references
in the item No.18)

V*v V* A « "3

A

£ 1. not imposed
2. imposed

D (a) impose the condition on
governing equations directly

D (b) penalty function method
D (c) Lagrange multiplier method
XI (d) the others { -tree '

(Please write references
in the item No.18)

D 1, 1/4 [1]
J8.2. 1/2

Q 1. Newton-Raphson method!3]
Q 2. Modified Newton-Raphson method
JSC3. Incremental method
O 4. SORI4J
a 5. the others ( )

(Please write references
in the item No.18)
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NO.

8

9

10

11

12

•Table 4 Description

H D G - ^ - E C G H Q J T S •• A

Item

Approximation method
of B-H curve

Technique for open
boundary problem!6]

Calculation method of
magnetic field produced
by exciting current

Property of coefficient
matrix of linear
equations

Solution method for
linear equations

Convergence criterion
for iteration method

of computer program (continued)

D 1.
D 2.
JS3.
D 4.

ECl.
D 2.
• 3.
D 4.
D 5.
a 6.
a 7.

a 1.
a 2.
SC3.

1.
&
D

2.
a
a
D 3.

BO-
D 2.
D 3.
D 4.
D 5.
a 6.
a 7.
a 8.

1
\

Specification

spline
Akima(5]
straight lines
the others ( )
(Please write references
in the item No.18)

truncation
mapping
ballooning
Zienkiewicz's infinite element
Tong's-infinite element(7]
BEM or IEM
the others ( J
(Please write references
in the item No.18)

Biot-Savart law (analytical)
Biot-Savart law (numerical)
taking into account exciting current
in governing equations directly

symmetric
(la) sparse
(1b) full
asymmetric
(2a) sparse
(2b) full
combination ( )

ICCG
ILUBCG
ILUCGS[8]
SOR
LDLT

LU
Gauss elimination method
the others ( )
(Please write references
in the item No.18)

A K -V toll ^ >to
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Table 4 Description of computer progran (continued)

No.

13

14

15

16

17

18

Item

Element type

Number of elements

Number of nodes

Number of unknowns

Computer

name

speed

main memory
(MB)

used memory
(M3)

precision of
data (bits)

CPU time
(sec)

Specification

Q 1. tetrahedron
Q 2. triangular prism
JB£3. hexahedron
• 4. triangle
O 5. rectangle
Q 6. the others ( )

(Please write references
in the item No.18}

D 1. nodal element < nodes )
JEL2. edge element ( iQ edges )[9]

AC 87?

V&* Station 32.OO

if (MIPS), (MFLOPS)

32. H3,

total

solving linear
equations

References on
Nos.2 to 13, etc.
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9. SUGGESTIONS FOR NEW TEST PROBLEMS

9-1 Wire Grid Model of Antennas

(A. Leoni and V. Bernasconi, CSELT, Gentro Studi e Laboratori
Telecomunicazioni, Torino, I t a l y )

1. Introduction

The use of the Livermore Numerical Electromagnetics Code (NEC-2) [1] to calculate the
field radiated by an antenna, requires to set a wire-grid model in such a way as to behave
equivalents to the real antenna structure. The main rules to follow are explained in the user
manual of the NEC-2, but a number of common practical cases are not foreseen. So, it is
undoubtedly useful to disseminate information whenever one succeeds in constructing general
rules for the modeling of structures not provided for by the manual and in validating them with
measurements or analytically.

The situations in which an array uses a reflector lying behind it are common; moreover,
any continuous conducting surface can be modeled by principles similar to those followed for a
screen, even though its function, from the point of view of electromagnetic behavior, is far
from that of a screen.

Also, the coaxial structures of various shapes and functions, which play a part in many
UHF antennas, both for matching or radiating, are interesting.

In the present paper the criteria are given for the modeling of such structures: two
antennas operating in the 900 MHz band form the basis. The radiated power measurements
have validated the NEC-2 computations.

2. The Problems

A 900 MHz directional antenna (fig. 1) with a 10% bandwidth is the starting-point for our
first problem. It is a collinear 7 half-wave dipole array, spaced at a distance of about X (the
wavelength corresponding to the central working frequency), with uniform parallel feed.
Behind, there is a semicylindrical screen of diameter X. The array axis lies along the screen's
median plane, at a distance rather less than X/2 from the screen itself. We wish to calculate the
transmission power diagram. The analytical treatment is given in ref. 2 pp. 149-151; it must be
remembered, however, that the approximation that the dipoles are in far-field from the
reflector is used.

Then, an omnidirectional antenna (fig. 2) working within the same bandwidth as the
previous antenna is considered. This is a double collinear 8 half-wave dipole array, set at about
X/2 apart. The dipoles consist of sleeved coaxials fed in series [3, ch. 27, p. 14].

The computation for the radiation field in free space was performed numerically on a
NEC-2, for which input wire-grid models are necessary. Again, it is to be remembered that
those models do not give good results in the antenna input impedance calculation. The results
obtained by NEC-2 are validated by means of power measurements in the far-field test range
set up in CSELT (Turin, Italy), which provides a distance of around 1350 m between transmitter
and receiver, with a tower height of about 80 m.

This work was sponsored by SIP - The Italian Telecommunications Company.
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3. Modeling Guidelines for the Solutions

A screen and. in general, a surface illuminated by fields linearly polarized in parallel sense
to it, are modeled by wires parallel to the polarization. Wires at right angles to the field
polarization do not improve the results; a complete mesh is useful only when the incident field
has a different polarization [4].

Thick stakes are better modeled by many parallel wires rather than only one, as a main
hypothesis in the NEC-2 is that it does not accept circumferential changes of the current on the
wire surface. '

Whenever one has to model a regular surface, such as for example a stake with a height
great with respect to the wavelength, one can moderate the segmentation of the wires to X/4 or
even \ / 3 .

As already reported in ref. 5, in surface modeling the product of the wire radius and the
number of wires is a constant, whenever for example the radius of the cylinder containing the
screen is assigned. Such a rule, called the "same area" rule, states that the total surface of
the wires must coincide with the original surface. In the case of a semicylindrical screen, one
can easily reduce the wire radius even by an amount of 20 percent with regard to this rule [8,
ch. 24].

A wire-grid composed of parallel wires, close to each other, must foHow the so-called
rule of "similar segmentation" [1 , pt. II, sect. II, p. 6]: that is, one has to segment the close
parallel wires in the points where planes at right angles to them intercept them. A case in which
attention to this rule is useful is that of modeling coaxial concentric structures (fig. 3a). In such
structures, moreover, it was observed that segmentations like those shown in figs. 3b and 3c
even give acceptable results.

4. Solutions Proposed

If we use the foregoing rules to model the various parts of the antennas in our problems,
the radiation power is computed by NEC-2. In figs. 4 and 5 the transmission power patterns, in
azimuth and elevation, of the sectorial antenna are shown. The calculations are compared with
the measurements: as can be seen, there is good agreement between them. The variances
found on the secondary lobes in the elevation pattern may be due to the antenna being fed by •
7-way divider, which can alter the feeding coefficients of the array. The gain value computed
(18.5 dBi) falls within the measure tolerance.

In the same way, NEC-2 calculates the omnidirectional antenna's transmission power
patterns in elevation at various frequencies. The results of both the calculations and the
measurements for the central frequency and the extreme frequencies in the band are shown in
figs. 6, 7,8. It is obvious that for this kind of antenna the pattern is frequency dependent, as the
array is fed in series: the calculations, however, follow this variation quit wed. The computed
gain is fairly good in the lower band, but is 2 dB higher than the measured value in the upper
band. In figs. 9,10, 11, for the sake of evidence, the results obtained at central frequency with
different segmentations of the coaxials are compared to those with "similar segmentation". As
one will note, there are small differences, as is to be expected, in the cases of 1:2 or 1:3
segmentations (figs. 3b and 3c), except for the randomly subdivided wires, as shown in fig. 11.
In this, the gain is worse than that measured by an amount of 4 dB.

For the sake of completeness, the data of the computer system used is shown: it is a
CONVEX C210, capable of solving in 8 hours CPU time a problem having 2500 unknowns (with a
version of NEC-2 which supports all segments "in core", that is without opening scratch files).
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S. Concluding Remerfcs

N6C-2 caicuiatas correctly tha fiaid radiatad by antannas composad of dipoles and
reflectors or coaxials. providad that tha surfaces ara modeled according to their gaomatry with
a wira-grid having a propar empty/tin ratio and a correct sagmantation. Ona can without doubt
apply such rulas to mora complex structural, which ara analogous to tha situations dascribad
in this papar.
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Fig. 1 - Sectorial antenna
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9.2 Suggested ACES Probiems

(H. Sabbagh, DSTO Aeronautical Research Laboratory and Sabbagh

Associates, Inc. )

BENCHMARK TESTS (2)

RECTANGULAR SLOT IN A THICK PLATE

S.K.Burke
DSTO Aeronautical Research Laboratory

PO Box 4331 Melbourne 3001
Australia

Summary

Additional experimental measurements of AZ are given here for the rectangular slot
geometry (cf. [1] for the first Benchmark problem) but using a different coil at higher
frequency (7 kHz). In this case, deviations from ideal coil behaviour are estimated to be
less than 1 %. These data were originally circulated in Nov. 1988. Theoretical calculations
have subsequently been published for this geometry (2] and are denoted Model 2.

References

[1] S.K.Burke J.Nondestr.Eval 7 35-41 (1988)
[2) D.McA.McKirdy J.Nondtstr.Eval. 8 45-51 (1989)

Not for publication without permission
First released: November 1986
This release: May 1990
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Table 2.1 Test parameters"

The coil
Inner radius (a2)
Outer radius (aj)
Length (6)
Number of turns (N)
Lift-off (0

The test specimen
Conductivity (a)
Thickness

9.34 ± 0.05 mm
18.40 ± 0.05 mm
9.00 ± 0.20 mm
408
2.03 ± 0.05nun

3.06 ±0.02xl07S/m
12.22 ±0.02 mm

12.60 ± 0.02 mm
5.00 ± 0.05
0.28 ± 0.01 mm

The defect
Length (2c)
Depth (A)
Width (to)

Other parameters
Frequency
Skin-depth at 7000 Hz
Isolated coil inductance
Isolated coil resonant frequency

7000 Hz
1.09 nun
3.96 ±0.1 mil
750.0 kHz

"See also Fig. 2.1

conducting
plate

Figure 2.1 Schematic configuration for the measurement of AZ due lo a surface breaking
slot.
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BENCHMARK TESTS (3)

CRACKS IN A THIN PLATE

S.K.Burke
DSTO Aeronautical Research Laboratory

PO Box 4331 Melbourne 3001
Australia

Summary

Experimental and theoretical results are given here for AZ due to a through-crack in
a thin brass sheet. There are two data sets. Table 3.2 lists AZ as a function of coil centre
position A' with Y = 0 ('longitudinal scan1) at a constant frequency of 1 kHz. Table 3.3
lists the frequency dependence of AZ from 110 Hz to 10kHz with the coil centred on the
crack X = Y = 0. These data were used in the paper 'Interaction of induced currents with
cracks in thin plates' by S.K.Burke and L.R.P.Rose [l] and further details can be found
therein. Note that the theory is a low frequency approximation so the agreement between
theory and experiment becomes poorer as the frequency is increased above ~ 3 kHz. More
recent theoretical results are given by McKirdy [2] using the volume integral method.

References

[1] S.K.Burke and L.R.F.Rose Proc.Roy.Soc. 418A 229-246 (1988)
[2j D.McA.McKirdy J.Nondestr.Eval. 8 45-51 (1989)

Not for publication without permission
First released: September 1988
This release: May 1990

DSTO 4
MELBOURNE
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Table 3.1 Test parameters*

The coil
Inner radius (<z2)
Outer radius (oi)
Length (b)
Number of turns (N)
Lift-off (/)

The test specimen
Conductivity (<r)
Thickness

The defect
Length (2c)
Depth (/»)
Width (w)

9.33 ± 0.05 mm
18.04 ±0.05 mm
10.05 ±0.05 mm
1910
1.87 mm

1.65 ± 0 . 0 2 x l 0 T S / m
0.89 ± 0.01 mm

44.4 ±0.02 mm
through-thickness slot
0.30 ± 0.01 mm

Other parameters
Frequency 1000 Hz
Skin-depth at 1000 Hz 3.91mm
Isolated coil inductance 84.2 ± 0.1 mH
Isolated coil DC resistance 260 il
Isolated coil resonant frequency 123.0 kHz

Theoretical calculation
Using formalism of Burke and Rose, Proc.Roy.Soc. (1988)
Number of terms in Chebyshev series 20

•See also Fig. 3.1

z=0 —

Figure 3.1 Eddy-current induction by a circular coil in an infinite plate containing a
straight, through-thickness crack, showing the configuration used for the experimental
•»»c..-«vn>.iit.<: of AZ and the notation used for the coil parameters.
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BENCHMARK TESTS (4)

CRACKS IN A DOUBLE PLATE SYSTEM

S.K.Burke
DSTO Aeronautical Research Laboratory

PO Box 4331 Melbourne 3001
Australia

Summary

Experimental and theoretical results are given here for AZ due to a through-crack in
a thin brass sheet in a double plate system. There are two data sets. Table 4.2 lists AZ
due to a 'first layer' crack as a function of coil centre position Xc with Yc = 0 (longitudinal
scan) at a constant frequency of 1 kHz. Table 4.3 lists AZ due to a 'second layer1 crack
as a function of Xc with Yo = 0 at the same frequency.

These data were used in the paper 'Eddy-current inspection of cracks in a multilayer
conductor' [1J. The first-layer crack specimen was denoted F-1 and the second-layer crack
specimen denoted S-l. The theory is a low frequency approximation so the agreement
between theory and experiment becomes poorer as the frequency is increased above RS 3
kHz. Further details concerning the theory and experiment are given in Ref. [1].

References

[1] S.K.Burke J.Appl.Phys 67 465-76 (1990)

Not for publication without permission
First released: June 1989
This release: May 1990

DSTO 4
HELBOUHN'E
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Table 4.1 Test parameters"

The coil
Inner radius (c^)
Outer radius (at)
Length ( f 2 - / , )
Number of turns (JV)
Lift-off (/,)

9.33 ±0.05 mm
18.04 ±0.05 mm
10.05 ±0.05min
1910
1.87 mm

The test specimens
Double plate specimens denoted by S-1 and F-1 in Ref. [1]

Conductivity (<n = a2) 1-64 ± 0.02 x 107 S/m
Plate thickness (h = *a) 0.90 ± 0.01 mm
Midplane separation (d) 1.09 ± 0.01 mm
Gap thickness 0.19 ± 0.01 mm

The defect
Length (2c)
Depth (h)
Width (to)

44.4 ± 0.02 mm
through-thickness slot in upper or lower plate
0.30 ± 0.01 mm

Other parameters
Frequency
Skin-depth at 1000 Hz
Isolated coil inductance
Isolated coil DC resistance
Isolated coil resonant frequency

1000 Hz
3.92 mm
84.2 ± 0.1 mH
260 ft
123.0 kHz

Theoretical calculation
Using generalized current vortex formalism of Ref [1]
Number of terms in Chebyshev series 50
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Figure 4.2 Eddy-current inspection of a first-layer crack
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Figure 4.3 Eddy-current inspection of a second-layer crack
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BENCHMARK TESTS (5)

CRACKS IN A THIN PLATE: TANGENT COIL

S.K.Burke
DSTO Aeronautical Research Laboratory

PO Box 4331 Melbourne 3001
Australia

Summary

Experimental and theoretical results are given below for AZ due to a through-crack
in a thin brass sheet using the tangent coil geometry. There are three data sets. The
variation in AZ with coil centre position Xc at 2 kHz for Yc = 0 and 0 = 0 is given in
Table 5.1, the frequency dependence of AZ with Xc = Yc =0 and 0 = 0 is given in Table
5.3 and the variation of AZ with coil axis orientation 0 at 2 kHz with Xc = Yc = 0 is
given in Table 5.4. The experimental data for AL suffer from a small systematic error due
to edge effects (no greater than 0.4 mH), these have been partially corrected in Table 5.1
and Table 5.2. No correction was attempted for the data of Table 5.4. The AR data do
not suffer from these errors.

The generalized current vortex theory [1] is a low frequency approximation so the
agreement between theory and experiment becomes poorer as the frequency is increased
above « 3 kHz. The 'hybrid' calculations are based on the generalized current vortex
formalism but the exact uncracked plate fields are used instead of the thin plate approxi-
mations. This improves the accuracy of the calculations at higher frequencies.

References

[1] S.K.Burke and L.R.F.Rose Proc.Roy.Soc. 418A 229-246 (1988)

Not for publication without permission
First released: Jan 1990
This release: May 1990

DST04
M E L B O U R N E
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Table 5.1 Test parameters"

The coil
Inner radius (a?)
Outer radius (<ix)
Length (b)
Number of turns (TV)
Lift-off parameter (<£)

The test specimen
Conductivity (<r)
Plate thickness

9.33 ± 0.05 mm
18.04 ±0 .05 mm
10.05 ±0.05 mm
1910
20.75 mm

1.64 ± 0 . 0 2 x l 0 T S / m
0.90 ± 0.01 mm

The defect
Length (2c)
Depth (A)
Width {to)

101.0 ±0 .2 mm
through-thickness slot
0.30 ± 0.01 mm

Other parameters
Frequency 2000 Hz
Skin-depth at 2000 Hz 2.77mm
Isolated coil inductance 84.2 ± 0.1 mH
Isolated coil DC resistance 260 ft
Isolated coil resonant frequency 123.0 kHz

Theoretical calculation
Using generalized current vortex formalism of Ref [1]
Number of terms in Chebyshev series 50

"See also Fig. 5.1

Figure 5.1 Schematic configuration for the measurement of AZ due a through-crack in a
plate using the tangent coil geometry.
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